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Highlights  

There are plenty of positive things to report this month. These are 

briefly summarised here but you will find more details later on in the 

newsletter.  

I’m sure that you have noticed that the flowers in baskets on 

lampposts through the village have re-appeared this year 

The Poetry Trail was a great success with many entries and a great 

variety of poems spread round the village (see image left). 

‘Refills for the Road’ is an interesting idea to reduce waste. There will 

be a trial run on 31st July and if it’s a success then the event will be 

repeated. 

Quarndon has joined the ‘20s Plenty for Derbyshire’ campaign to 

introduce 20 mph speed limits in built-up areas.   

 

 

 

 

 

The first Repair Cafe took place on Saturday 26th June. It went very 

well and was enjoyed by repairers and visitors. We had some 

immediate fixes and some items that were taken away for further 

perusal. The repairers have collaborated in some cases and there was 

plenty of enthusiasm. 

The Bee Festival organised by St Paul’s Church took place on 10th-

11th July.  

 

 

 

Unfortunately there have also been some minor problems. After some antisocial behaiour in and around the 

Hall car park improved security lighting will be installed.   Another problem is litter on Bunkers Hill. The 

Quitterpickers do an excellent job in keeping that area and the rest of the village tidy.  

Giant hogweed has re-appeared on some footpaths but is being kept under control. To see giant hogweed 

locations on the village map click on the link Giant Hogweed. To report any new sightings please email 

clerk@quarndon-pc.gov.uk 

Please get in touch if you wish to publicise any events or activities in the newsletter via  qcg@quarndon-

village.org.uk   

 

 

War memorial after the lettering on the steel 

plaque has been re-painted by Colin Lilley. 

The poem ‘Love Bade me Welcome’ by 

George Herbert on the railing was part of the 

Poetry Trail 

Scene from Repair café on 26th June 

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
https://shared.xmap.cloud/?map=b98bf90c-27ff-4c1b-b1d7-66fa9f79e650
mailto:clerk@quarndon-pc.gov.uk
mailto:qcg@quarndon-village.org.uk?subject=Quarndon%20Events
mailto:qcg@quarndon-village.org.uk?subject=Quarndon%20Events
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Quarndon Village website www.quarndon-pc.gov.uk (alias 

www.quarndon-village.org.uk) brings you information about 

local groups and services, up-to-date news about planning 

issues and applications, plus Parish Council documents to 

keep you au fait with events affecting all of us in the village.  Information, suggestions, ideas, photographs, 

drawings about village events; in fact, contributions from residents - of all ages - are warmly welcomed. 

Contact us at web@quarndon-pc.gov.uk 

Coming Events 

Next session Saturday 31st July 10am – 12noon at the 

Village Hall.  

Do come along and bring something for repair or just come 

and have a chat and see what goes on. 

Masks and social distancing must be observed in the Hall.  

It is hoped to have coffee and cake but this is subject to any 

delay in restriction lifting or reimposition of restrictions. 

If you have a specific repair skill or just a general practical 

flair for fixing contact qcg@quarndon-village.org.uk to join 

the team or just to find out more. 

 

 

 

 

The initial visit will be outside the Hall on 31st July (same day and times as the 

Repair Café).  

Refills on the Road is a mobile zero waste shop selling store cupboard foods, cleaning 

products, and toiletries/household items without the plastic packaging. Founded in 

2019, the van travels to locations around Derbyshire filling customers’ containers with 

a variety of goodies. In this time, thousands of plastic bottles have been reused 

instead of ending up in landfill or being downcycled. Customers have also avoided 

lots of plastic waste from unnecessary food packaging. The world’s plastic pollution 

problem is so bad, scientists estimate we might all be ingesting up to a credit card’s 

weight in microplastics each week.  

If you want to reduce your reliance on single-use plastics 

and help fight against plastic pollution, bring your 

containers to Refills on the Road alongside the Repair 

Café on July 31. 

This is a one-off trial run to see what interest there is. If 

it’s a success then further visits will be organised. 

Please see Product list for foods  and A video explainer 
about how refilling works:  

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
http://www.quarndon-pc.gov.uk/
http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
mailto:web@quarndon-pc.gov.uk
mailto:qcg@quarndon-village.org.uk
https://www.refillsontheroad.com/productlist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRezVJwsi54
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRezVJwsi54
https://www.quarndon-pc.gov.uk/
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20’s Plenty for Derbyshire 

The March 2021 Quarndon Parish Council meeting endorsed the 

“20’s Plenty for Derbyshire” campaign, which is seeking to get speed 

limits in villages and other residential areas throughout Derbyshire 

lowered from 30mph to 20mph.  This follows overwhelming support 

for 20mph speed limits in Quarndon from residents during the 

consultation for the Quarndon Neighbourhood Plan.  Also 87% of 

respondents to the Quarndon transport survey conducted in spring 

2020, were in favour of 20mph speed limits. 

Despite more than 30 Parish Councils in Derbyshire endorsing the 

20’s Plenty campaign, plus support from the Police & Crime 

Commissioner and Derbyshire’s Chief Constable, Derbyshire 

County Council remain reluctant to implement “signed only” 20mph 

speed limits.  One of their main arguments against 20mph limits is 

that they will not be obeyed.  However, from May 2022 all new car 

models sold in the UK must by law have “Intelligent Speed Assist”, 

which will automatically limit to the car to the speed limit applicable 

to its location.   From May 2024 all new cars sold in the UK must have this technology.  So, over the next few 

years a critical mass of cars that will default to the speed limit for their location will begin to build up.  Now is 

the time to get the speed limits we want on our village and residential roads in place. 

If you would like to show you support for the “20’s Plenty for Derbyshire” campaign, wheelie bin stickers can 

be ordered by reply to this newsletter with your name, address and number of stickers required.  The 

Quarndon Parish Council has agreed to fund the first 100 stickers requested and may consider funding more 

if demand is strong.  First come first served! 

Reports on Events 

Blooming Quarndon 2021 

During the first couple of days of July, the Blooming Quarndon, flower displays were installed.  A little later 

than we had hoped, but a beautiful summer addition to the village for everyone to enjoy.  Many thanks for all 

the donations that made it possible to fund the blooms again this year, and to the Parish Council for their 

contribution.  New for 2021 are a three-tier planter on the verge at the Woodlands Lane entrance to the village 

and a couple of pollinator-friendly planters on the Community Garden on Church Road. 

 

 

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
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Poetry Trail (19th-2th June) 

Several Quarndon locations were festooned with poetry for the weekend of June 19th to 20th. Visitors voted 

for their favourite published poem; residents of all ages entered their original poetry, and the rain thoughtfully 

stayed away. Photographs of the Trail can be seen on the village website quarndon-poetry-trail. 

Pupils at Curzon School, a hive of poetic talent, wrote and decorated poems, displayed on St Paul's fence. 

The Community Garden blossomed with flower and plant related poetry, while poems on Footpath 6 at 

Montpelier celebrated nature and the environment. 

The draw from votes for favourite poems was won by a family in Barn Close, and the winner of the adult 

original poem category, judged by local poet and writer Les Baynton, was Quarndon resident Keith Thomas, 

with 'The Blairemore Cat'. See below. 

Two poems voted favourite, are ‘Adelstrop’ by Edward Thomas and ‘Love Bade me Welcome’ by George 

Herbert.  

 Blairemore Cat 

 

Darkness comes early, 

Grey cobwebs of hail, 

On the seaward horizon, 

Be home without fail. 

 

Ice-bound and house-bound, 

She feared for her Hamish, 

He was strong, but now ageing, 

Please don’t let him vanish.  

 

The storm now upon them, 

Hail scours the shore, 

Battering her windows, 

Wind creaking her door. 

 

A scrape and soft footfall, 

Hamish back from false night, 

God smiled upon them, 

Said, “Let there be light.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
https://www.quarndon-pc.gov.uk/news/2021/06/quarndon-poetry-trail1
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Car Boot Sale (19th June) 

 

From Dawn “I would like thank on behalf of the committee, parents, myself and the children a huge 

thank you to everyone that supported the Quarndon pre-school car boot.  We had 10 cars selling both 

used and new items.  Thanks to everyone who came to browse and buy.  The money we made goes 

into the pre-school to buy vital resources for the children”. 

Wild Flower Update 

 Quarndon Community Group’s planting of wildflowers on the 

roundabout and in front of hedges in Montpelier have put on a bold 

display since early May and are appreciated by many residents.  

However there has been some unease amongst some residents 

about wildflower encouragement  on the verges at the junction of 

Montpelier and Burley Lane, so this has been halted.  

Natural ‘rewilding’ of verges is being trialled at the Sulley’s Field 

and Burley Lane junction. The planned maintenance for the 

‘rewilded’ verges is designed to ensure that growth won’t impede 

sight lines for pedestrians or road traffic. The verges will be trimmed regularly throughout the year 

keeping the grasses short to favour low growing wildflowers. There are tarmac paths across the 

verges; and no evidence of increased littering.  

Amber Valley Borough Council will now be mowing the verge at the junction of Montpelier and Burley 

Lane as before but retaining the wild flowers in other areas. 

Information boards are placed at the Montpelier and Sulley’s Field sites so visitors can find out about 

the wild plants that are growing. 

The newly planted wild flowers in the Community Garden will flower soon so please visit and enjoy 

the site.  

Bee Festival (10th-11th July) 

The Hall was full of stalls and busy 

with families. People were invited 

to visit some beekeepers at a 

nearby house. 

 

 

1Hannah and Andy (married at St. Paul’s on 4 April) “meeting the beekeepers” 

Hannah and Andy (married at St. Paul’s on 4 April) “meeting the beekeepers”  
and learning a bit about what goes on in the hive 

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
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Repairs to the Millenium Topograph on Bunkers Hill 

It is now 20 years since the Millennium Topograph was unveiled on 

Bunkers Hill.  Over the two decades, the stainless steel “directional 

compass” has suffered from the elements and the lettering had 

become faded and indistinct. 

A local engraver, Colin Lilley, was taken on to renovate the plate.  

He has cleaned it, removed all the old paint and restored it to its 

former glory.  Quarndon Parish Council has funded this initiative, as 

well as the repainting of the name plates on the War Memorial in 

Quarndon Churchyard. 

Do go up to Bunkers Hill to admire the plate……..and enjoy the 

view!  

 

 

Beacons of Litter and the ‘ick factor’  

Summer is here, and Quarndon’s fields and footpaths are green and pleasant – most of the time. 

Quarndon’s ‘Quitterpickers’ volunteers keep the village looking good, but still some litter slips the net, 

to detract from the attractions of beauty spots like Bunkers Hill. 

Keep Britain Tidy’s 2016 research identified ‘Beacons of Litter’, large, bright, and often branded pieces 

of litter, such as drinks, takeaway containers and plastic bags that can influence a casual throwaway. 

This temptation to be rid of items of litter is partly driven by people’s desire to be rid of rubbish quickly, 

termed ‘the ick factor’ by researchers. A gooey ice lolly stick or a filled dog poo bag is not the most 

alluring walking accessory, so if no bin is in sight it is tempting to chuck the offending item into the 

bushes with the excuse that it will decompose over time anyway.   

There are handy mixed litter bins at the top of Montpelier, halfway down Burley Lane and along 

Footpath 6 leading to Bunkers Hill, and the Barn Close Recreation Ground will be equipped with one 

soon. 

For more information follow the link Keep Britain Tidy – beacons of Litter  

 

Message from Gez Kinsella – your Green Councillor 

Since being elected as your County Councillor it’s been a bit of a whirlwind!  As the only Green I’m 

on a steep learning curve without a political group to show me the ropes.  The plus side is that I think 

about everything independently and am keen to work with the council’s officers and other councillors 

to achieve good outcomes. 

A welcome antidote to meetings and induction sessions was a trip out with members of the Quarndon 

Community Group. We considered where cycle links could be improved and parking/traffic issues 

outside the school and the Joiners Arms.  I have since requested white lines outside the Joiners Arms 

to prevent roadside parking here for safety. At the new Kedleston Grange Estate we discussed how 

both I and the Parish Council would have done things differently - better approaches to flood 

management, homes built to higher standards to reduce carbon emissions and better links to the 

Derby Cycle network.   

Cont’d 

 

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
https://www.keepbritaintidy.org/sites/default/files/KBT_CFSI_Beacons_Of_Litter_2017.PDF
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Learning about local issues from members 

of Quarndon Community Group 

An example of traffic issues which I will seek to 

improve 

It’s good to hear from local people to find out about things first-hand and see if I can help. 

I was on BBC's Politics East Midlands on 13 Jun, along with some very positive interviews with people 

in Duffield, debating why East Midlands people are voting Green.  You can see it on our Amber Valley 

Green Party website.  I was pleased to report such a positive story.     

Amber Valley Borough Council (AVBC) changed from Labour to Conservative in May’s elections. 

Dave Wells continues as a Green on AVBC, representing Duffield.  I’m delighted that he’s on the 

Local Plan Working Group and will be working to protect the Green Belt throughout Amber Valley.  

Unfortunately, the Local Plan timetable has 

been put back slightly, with consultation on a 

draft plan now expected in September.  I’d 

encourage you to respond to this and will let 

you know when the consultation starts. 

I’d like to congratulate the Quarndon 

Community Group on their wildflower planting 

at Montpelier.  Green spaces such as these 

can be important wildlife corridors if mown less 

and allowed to grow wildflowers that attract 

pollinating insects.  This can help to slow the 

declined in wildlife and increase resilience to 

climate change.  And it looks wonderful!  

 

I have been delighted by the warm welcome from many people in Quarndon.  I’m looking forward to 

working with you, and in case you’re unsure, my name is pronounced ‘Jez’.  If you’d like to support 

me and the Green Team here, for example by delivering our newsletters for an hour or two every few 

months, or have issues, questions, or suggestions, please don’t hesitate to get in touch – we’d love 

to have you aboard! 

Gez 

contact@ambervalley.greenparty.org.uk    Tel:  07962 698499 

 

 

Montpelier Roundabout Wildflowers 

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
mailto:contact@ambervalley.greenparty.org.uk
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Quarndon Parish Councillor Vacancy 

Interested in  

• Village life? 

• Your local environment? 

• Local amenities? 

• Housing issues? 

• Recreational facilities?  

• Local transport?  

Quarndon Parish Council is made up of 9 residents of the village.  

We meet 11 times a year on a Monday evening in the Village Hall. 

We currently have a vacancy for a Councillor – why not come and join us? 

For more information about the role of a Parish Councillor please contact Laura Storey, Parish Clerk, 

on 07941 052009 or at clerk@quarndon-pc.gov.uk 

St Paul’s Church 

The pattern of services over the summer continues as before. 

1st Sunday Traditional Communion  

2nd Sunday All-Age Worship  

3rd Sunday Morning Praise  

4th Sunday Morning Prayer followed by Informal Communion with SHINE Sunday school 

5th Sunday Joint Service with St Nick’s 

 

Thursday July 22nd 3-4.30pm and Thursday August 26th 3-4.30pm. Seniors Afternoon Tea down 

at the marquee on St Nick’s Allestree church lawn which is open to anybody from Allestree or 

Quarndon. It’s a free well-being event with volunteers from St Paul’s and St Nick’s helping out. 

Joint churches Family Fun Mornings planned for the summer holidays again located at St Nick’s- 

again open to any families in the local area- and again a joint venture between the two churches. 

For more details, please see the website www.stpaulsquarndon.org.uk or contact Vicar Becky on 

01332 550224.                                                                                                                                     

For more information on our work with children and families please contact Anna via 

stnickschildrensworker@gmail.com 

 

Church / Village Hall 

The schedule of regular events at the Hall is limited at present owing to the pandemic. As soon as 

clubs/organisations resume or begin regular bookings at the Hall there will be a timetable included in 

the newsletter.  This is likely to be later in the year. 

However the Hall is currently available for hire, and will be during the entire summer this year as the 

usual summer maintenance jobs have been completed during lockdown. If you are interested in single 

bookings or ongoing weekly etc bookings, please contact Val Annable quarndonvh@gmail.com.  

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
mailto:clerk@quarndon-pc.gov.uk
https://www.stpaulsquarndon.org.uk/
file:///C:/Users/Matthew/Documents/quarndon/QCG/Newsletter/Newsletters/stnickschildrensworker@gmail.com
mailto:quarndonvh@gmail.com
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Barn Close Recreation Ground  

A group of volunteers will be giving some of the 

children’s play equipment in Barn Close playing 

field a modest makeover when we get some 

summer sun. It’s hoped that the wooden seat 

will be cleaned and weatherproofed in a light 

wood shade once more.  

Volunteers will be repainting the swings in 

updated versions of their original colours and 

adding bird spikes to keep the swing seats clear 

of unpleasant evidence of perching pigeons. 

 

 

Quarndon Community Garden 

Good progress is being made on the Community 

Garden project. There’s already plenty to see 

and new seating will arrive in the autumn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the two new bee-friendly planters in the Community 
Garden 

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
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Parish Carbon Footprint Online Tool 

An online tool available at: https://impact-tool.org.uk/footprint/search uses a variety of public domain 

databases to estimate household annual carbon footprints at a parish level.  Click on the linked above 

and type in Quarndon to see the 

data for our parish. 

Data can be displayed as a 

“territorial” footprint, which is an 

estimate of all the emissions 

occurring within an area, or as a 

“consumption” footprint, which is 

an estimate of all the emissions 

caused by residents of an area, 

regardless of where those 

emissions occur.  For example, 

using electricity in your home will 

not generate any emissions in 

Quarndon but that electricity may 

come from a gas-fired power 

station that is generating emissions elsewhere. 

 

Each of the segments in the 

charts the tool generates can be 

clicked on to reveal an 

explanation of what the category 

is.  Also, sub-categories can be 

displayed and the details behind 

these explored. 

Have a look at the tool online and 

spend a few minutes exploring 

the detail.  You might be 

surprised what it is that 

contributes the most to our 

carbon footprint, and maybe 

there are things we can do 

differently to reduce it. 

 

 

  

Contributions to the next edition are welcome – please contact  QCG@quarndon-village.org.uk 

Contacts:  

www.quarndon-pc.gov.uk (alias www.quarndon-village.org.uk) - website 

QCG@quarndon-village.org.uk - contact the Quarndon Community Group 

web@quarndon-pc.gov.uk - information for the website  

clerk@quarndon-pc.gov.uk  - contact Quarndon Parish Council  

http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
https://impact-tool.org.uk/footprint/search
mailto:QCG@quarndon-village.org.uk
http://www.quarndon-pc.gov.uk/
http://www.quarndon-village.org.uk/
mailto:QCG@quarndon-village.org.uk
mailto:web@quarndon-pc.gov.uk
mailto:clerk@quarndon-pc.gov.uk

